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MTL™300 IS A ROBUST, PATENTED CYLINDER PLATFORM, 
IDEAL FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

THE ECONOMICAL HIGH SECURITY 
SOLUTION
MTL™300 is a robust, patented platform that offers 
peace of mind against all forms of cylinder attacks.

Mul-t-Lock’s patented, high-precision technology 
ensures reliable system functionality and intrusion 
resistance at a highly affordable price. MTL™300 is 
based on the combination of existing field-proven 
technologies and offers advanced resistance to 
picks, drills, bumps, and other lock manipulations.  

A FLEXIBLE SYSTEM FOR RESIDENTIAL AND 
SMALL-TO-MEDIUM BUSINESSES
Designed to offer ease-of-use, MTL™300 has a 
convenient range of keying options  while maintaining 
full control over the asset’s locking system.

MTL™300 integrates with a wide range of locking 
products, so you can unlock all your entries: front & 
back door, gate, garage door, balcony, mailbox, and 
more. 

Additionally, MTL™300 offers a ‘Master Key’ option 
for your home and business.
The ‘Master Key’ option allows for the operation of all 
entries with a single key, while still enabling specific 
doors to be opened with individual keys that can be 
overridden by your master key, should the need arise.

ADVANCED KEY COPY CONTROL
A high level of key duplication control is achieved 
by the combined use of the patented key, together 
with the unique magnetic card. With MTL™300, you 
can securely copy additional keys by presenting the 
original card to an authorized Mul-T-Lock dealer.

HIGH SECURITY, HIGH STANDARDS
With MTL™300, you can enjoy a high security, 
patented locking system developed by a worldwide 
leader - at an affordable price. It’s a locking solution 
that goes beyond the standard, offering
patented technology that complies with international 
standards to addresses your home and business’ 
diverse needs.


